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$545,000

Escape to 'The Cove', a rare 53 acre natural bush block boasting 300m frontage Constable Creek. If you are yearning to

live off grid and nowhere near neighbours, then 311 Medeas Cove Road might be just perfect for you. Of course, you don't

have to live off grid, but it makes perfect sense to in this wonderland filled with native gum trees, ferns, and button grass

plains. Just five minutes from the heart of St Helens, this acreage is tantalisingly close to the famed Dreaming Pools MTB

trail, presenting a thrilling doorstep adventure for mountain bike aficionados.The property includes an open cabin,

providing a rustic retreat amidst the wilderness. Strategically placed tracks and a well constructed roadway on the

property lead to the cabin without encroaching on the beauty of the land.Surround yourself with the untouched

splendour of native Tasmanian bush, where the only sounds to disturb the silence are the calls of wetland birds,

kookaburras and eagles - an bird watchers dream. The landscape is a mosaic of robust flora and the tranquility of the

creek can be yours, it really is a wildlife and a private paradise for you.'The Cove' isn't just a location; it's about starting a

new lifestyle, it's about being at one with the earth, it's about being self sufficient, it's about watching the stars and it's

about getting back to living. Embrace the call of the wild and make 'The Cove' your own secluded slice of Tasmanian

paradise. Inspection is by appointment only so please give Garry or myself a call today and let's make it

happen!PROPERTY INFORMATION:Land Size: 21.99 hectares/53 acresZoning: Conservation LivingHarcourts St Helens

has no reason to doubt the accuracy of the information in this document which has been sourced from means which are

considered reliable, however we cannot guarantee accuracy. Prospective purchasers are advised to carry out their own

investigations.


